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UMaine Professor Sharon Tisher Speaks at the Orono public
hearing Monday night in support of the proposed non-discrimina-
tion ordinance. (Jason Canniff photo.)
•General Student Senate
Concert Loses Money
By Judy Williams
Maine Campus staff
Although some students claim the
Ziggy Marley concert was a success,
the Student Entertainment Commi-
tee lost a considerable amount of
money, according to Brooke Jellison,
vice president for financial affairs.
"We didn't even come close to
selling out. We lost more than
$20,000," Jellison said.
Senator Chaning Geele said the
eight dollar ticket price for Ziggy was
too low to even out their expenses on
the concert.
Senator Jonathan Duke agreed
the concert didn't go as well as they
had hoped.
"I think Ziggy Marley was a
good idea, but $20,000 is a lot of
money. We need more accurate
projections in the future. Money is
going out the door and isn't being
checked by the GSS."
Senator Jason Rand agreed.
"We have to expect that things
aren't always going to go the way
we wanted them to," Rand said.
Stephanie St. John, Secretary
of GSS, thought there wasn't
enough student participation in the
selection of Ziggy Marley to come
to the university to perform.
"I think we need more student
input on the bands we choose to
See GSS page 3
Sen. Kevin Stevens announces his resignation at Tuesday's GSS
meeting. (Andrew Bailey photo.)
• Orono Town Council
Ordinance Has Broad Support
By Misty Edgecomb
Maine Campus staff
Local political figures unani-
mously sided with proponents of a
measure to ban employment and
housing discrimination against ho-
mosexuals in Orono when the issue
was discussed at Monday night's
town council meeting. Sen. Mary
Cathcart, Rep. Kathleen Stevens and
legislative candidate Scott Morelli
each spoke to advocate civil rights
for gays.
"Maine is the only state in New
England that doesn't have equal
rights - I'm very ashamed," Cath-
cart said.
Morelli also delivered an open
letter from the UMaine General
Student Senate, expressing the stu-
dents' formal support, before turn-
ing the floor over to GSS member
and town council representative,
Jason Libby.
"It'd be a very sick notion to
see this not go to a vote. Let's just
bring it home. There's no need to
play political games — to rant and
rave about whether it's moral to be
homosexual. It's time to make a
decision," Libby said.
The Orono town council cham-
bers were full to capacity for Mon-
day evening's discussion as more
than 25 townspeople spoke on the
issue, with a substantial majority
expressing support. -
"The hearing was extremely
well-attended," town Councilor
Lianne Harris said.
While the ordinance will not
affect university employment prac-
tices, the views of UMaine staff
and students were well-represent-
ed at Monday's hearing.
See COUNCIL on page 3
*Safety
Programs Promote Student Safety
By Amy McAfee
Special to the Campus
Many students feel college en-
vironments, especially in Maine,
are safe. Unfortunately, this false
sense of security will get students
in trouble, Deb Mitchell, a crime
prevention officer for Public Safe-
ty, said.
"They think that because they
live and go to school in Maine that
nothing is going to happen to them,"
Mitchell said.
To assure safety on campus,
students can take self defense class-
es, participate in alcohol aware-
ness programs, and register their
keys and bikes with Public Safety.
Mitchell, who coordinates sev-
eral programs for students and the
campus community, said she en-
courages all to participate in the
programs.
Students' knowledge of safety
on campus varies. Some, like soph-
omore Erin Dawley, believe there
is enough safety on campus.
"I feel very safe on campus,"
Dawley said. "There is always a
public safety officer driving by, the
walkways are well lit and there are
call boxes everywhere."
Others, like junior Amanda
Leavitt, feel there is not enough
information available about the
variety of safety programs.
"I would be more apt to take
advantage of those programs if I
knew when they were and more
about them, " Leavitt said.
Public Safety provides pro-
grams throughout the year on nu-
merous safety issues.
Women who want to learn
practical ways to protect them-
selves can take The Rape Ag-
gression Defense System, which
Mitchell teaches every Thursday
night at 7 p.m. The system class
has a fee of $25. It will begin on
Sept. 17 and meets in the base-
ment of Balentine Hall. Space is
still available and Deb Mitchell
can be reached at 581-4036. to them or a friend, " Wright said.
"I hope students will take advan-
tage of what is offered and not
wait until it is too late."
Students wary about walking
by themselves at night can call
the Campus Walking Compan-
Officer Beckisher with the new Public Safety cruiser.(Andrew
Bailey photo.)
ions. A walking companion can
be contacted at 581-WALK to
accompany people anywhere on
campus, who do not want to walk
at night.
Programs are also held on drug
and alcohol awareness. The pro-
grams are intended to inform stu-
dents of state laws and provide a
new perspective on the dangers of
drug and alcohol abuse, Mitchell
said.
Other efforts have been made
across campus to stress safety.
Many dormitories, including
Somerset Hall, incorporate safety
programs into their resident's
campus life.
Tameeka Wright, resident di-
rector of Somerset Hall, said she
stresses the importance of 24-hour
lock down in the dorms and in-
forms her resident assistants to be
sure all propped doors are closed.
She also plans to have Public Safe-
ty register students' bikes and
keys, and hopes to have drug and
alcohol awareness courses offered
in the dorm.
"Students are nonchalant about
crime on campus and aren't pre-
pared to deal with it if it happens
INSIDE
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• Flood evacuation
Rain continues threat
on citizens of Belgium
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — Rain-swollen
rivers forced the evacuation of hundreds more
people in Belgium on Tuesday, and a woman
drowned after her car skidded into a flooded ditch.
After two days of near-incessant rains over
much of Belgium, the skies cleared briefly Tuesday,
allowing aid workers a few hours to evacuate people to
safety. More rain was expected Tuesday night.
In northern Belgium, a woman died when her car slid
into a roadside ditch. Relief workers were too late on the
scene to save her.
Around the eastern city of Liege, reservoirs in the
Ardennes hills had to release excess waters, further
swelling rivers below and flooding several villages.
In the north of the country, the army worked to plug
several breaches in dikes. In northeastern Sint Truiden,
residents were barred from using tap water polluted by the
flooding.
In neighboring Netherlands, floodwaters receded Tues-
day, allowing farmers and homeowners to begin assessing
the damage from the heaviest rainfall in decades.
• West Bank
Palestinians forced into
life of seclusion in Gaza
1 GILO CHECKPOINT, West Bank (AP) —Trek-king together through a stony no-man's land toIsrael, Palestinians from all walks of life — urban
businessmen, village laborers, mothers and children
— chatted, offered advice, forged almost familial ties.
No, not that way, they muttered. That's where the sol-
diers are. Here, have a rest under this olive tree; there's no
shade ahead. Look, we're lucky that gate's open, or we'd all
just have to climb over.
For the first time in more than a year, Israel has sealed off
the West Bank and Gaza Strip, locking out tens of thousands
of Palestinians who want to work, study, or attend family
occasions in Israel.
Only urgent medical cases and some commercial ship-
ments are being allowed to pass.
Every day, Palestinians pick their way through olive
fields, hop low stone walls and clamber over barbed-wire
fences to evade Israeli military checkpoints.
On Monday, the fourth day of the closure, dozens of
Palestinians were making a half-mile detour on foot under a
blazing midday sun to bypass the Gilo checkpoint outside
the biblical town of Bethlehem.
• Washed away
Four neighborhoods
lost in Mexican flood
PIJIJIAPAN, Mexico (AP) — On first inspec-
tion, the half-mile-wide strip of sand through
downtown looks like a beach. But overhead, vul-
tures circle instead of seagulls. And the stench is
not of salt, but of death.
When floodwaters carved into Puijiapan last week,
they carried downstream all evidence that anyone ever
lived in four bustling neighborhoods in this southern
Mexican town of 24,000 people.
Esperanza Dominguez, 48, watched it all happen. She
and her teen-age son fled their home in Pij ijiapan and
waded as far as a two-story house down the road, climb-
ing onto the roof to wait out the water.
Through a long night, mother and son recited the
Lord's Prayer over and over on the roof of one of the only
structures to survive intact, watching as the water tore
away house after house, and finally the railroad bridge.
"A man washed down and got stuck in the almond
tree next to the house. He screamed 'Help!' but there was
nothing I could do. Then he fell and he was gone," she
said, tears streaming down her face.
4
• Living longer
Elderly Japanese twins
celebrated in ceremony
2 NAGOYA, Japan (AP) — At 106, Japan's oldesttwins are still going strong — spending time together
watching sumo wrestling or charming audiences on
television talk shows.
The sisters — Kin and Gin, or "Gold- and "Silver" —
received 106 tulip bulbs from a flower association to honor them
on Tuesday's national Respect for the Aged Day.
"It's nice to be able to live this long, but the truth is that ...
nobody up there wants to invite me, so I can't go," Gin Kanie on
Monday told Associated Press Television.
The sharp-witted female twins who live in the central Japa-
nese city of Nagoya, 190 miles west of Tokyo, are often cited as
examples of graceful aging in a society that reveres the elderly.
Graceful aging is becoming more important these
days in Japan.
On Monday, the government announced that more than 20
million Japanese are 65 or older— a record high. One-quarter of
the population will be elderly by 2015, according to government
projections.
Kin has five surviving children and lives with her youngest
son Yukio, 67, and his family. She has 11 grandchildren and five
great-grandchildren.
• Parliamentary election
Quebec Separatists get
key electoral victory
5 
SHERBROOKE, Quebec (AP) — Quebec sepa-
ratists have triumphed in an important parliamentary
election, narrowly winning the seat vacated by a key
opponent in an upcoming provincial campaign.
- The outcome of Monday's voting in Sherbrooke
pleased Quebec's separatist premier, Lucien Bouchard,
who is trying to decide whether to schedule the provincial
election for this fall or next spring.
"It's an important electoral victory in a strategic place
at a crucial time in Quebec's and Canada's political life,"
Bouchard said Tuesday.
• Bouchard declined to answer directly when asked if the
Sherbrooke result would encourage him to hold the provin-
cial election promptly. If he wins that election over anti-
separatist Jean Charest, Bouchard is expected to begin
organizing a referendum on whether Quebec should secede
from Canada.
Charest, one of Quebec's most popular politicians, has
held the Sherbrooke seat in Parliament since 1984. But he
left federal politics last spring to lead anti-separatist forces
in their effort to unseat Bouchard in the provincial vote.
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Council from page 1
"This is not an issue in other places,"
senior political science and womens' stud-
ies major Hillary Maher said. "We're sup-
posed to be the world leader — we can go
ahead and set an example not just for the
state of Maine, but the rest of the country."
"It's an illusion to say that we don't have a
problem," Sharon Tischer, an Orono resident
and L.Maine professor said. "Walk the halls of
the school and you hear gay discriminatory
statements. It's part of the culture here."
Rex Pyles, an assistant professor of
Russian at UMaine testified that one of his
students had lost a job as a result of his
sexual orientation, a matter that would be
addressed by the employment provision of
the ordinance.
"If you'd identify one area that people
are most concerned about, it's losing their
jobs," Orono resident Jean Lavigne said.
"I have been advised not to let my sex-
uality be known for threat of keeping my
job," Orono resident Pat Hofmaster said.
Many of the proponents testified to a prob-
lem with discrimination in
Maine, citing the ordinance
as a partial solution.
"I guess I was ex-
tremely naive. I forgot I
was living in a rural
Maine area," resident
Christine Patten said,
explaining her difficulty
trying to recruit with les-
bian women in the area
for a health care study.
"Discrimination against Orono Town Manager Gerry Kempen look
gay people is very alive
on during Monday night's public hearing
in Maine." (Jason Conniff photo.)
"In a state that values 
individual liberty so much, I'm surprised
that this is an issue," Orono resident Lora
Brown said.
Others approached the issue in terms of
philosophy, discussing the impact on Orono' s
youth that taking a stand on the matter of
homosexual discrimination might have.
"I support this ordinance for the values it
embodies — I want to
be able to say to my
daughter: this is what
we stand for here in
Orono," town resi-
dent Maisie Hough
said.
Opponents mir-
rored Hough's com-
ments, concerned
about how passage of
the ordinance might
s 
affect their families.
Orono resident
' Mary Drew said
that the anti-dis-
crimination ordi-
nance could open Orono to homosexual
lobbying organizations who then could
not be opposed under the new protective
measure.
"They demonize opponents of protected
status," said Drew.
Others questioned the ordinance's ne-
cessity, citing a historical absence of dis-
crimination problems in Orono.
`This ordinance will be protecting very
few people from a crime that probably does
not exist," Drew said.
"Should we allow a small minority to
institute upon the rest?" asked her husband,
Philip Drew. Few residents signed a petition
in favor of the ordinance, so a municipal
referendum would be the ideal solution,
Drew said.
Testimony on both sides of the issue was
often based in emotion, as personal wrongs
were shared and the morality of homosexu-
ality discussed.
"The way I see it, either you're sexually
oriented, or you're sexually disoriented,"
said Orono resident Ivan McDaniel.
The hearing's lengthy discussion will
now be considered by council members,
who may call for a final decision on the
ordinance at their October meeting.
"There really shouldn't be anything im-
peding a vote in October," said Harris.
GSS from page 1
come to the university," St. John said.
Senator Kevin Stevens proposed an act to
reorganize the commitee system of GSS.
"I've seen a lot of commitees that should be
active, but they don't do anything at all. I'm
trying to give direction to commitees sitting
around doing nothing."
The proposed amendment passed with the
cabinet having a fixed jurisdiction for the GSS
commitees.
Stevens also proposed to amend the Fi-
nancial Policies of the Univeristy of Maine
Student Government, Inc.
"There is $15,000 in an account that earns
interest every now and then that hasn't been
touched for years and I think we could use it
better for the students," Stevens said.
Jellison said the money is in an emergency
reserve and it is ridiculous to even suggest they
use the money for anything else.
"The university auditors and assistant to the
Financial President of Student Affairs suggested
we put the money in a CD and we didn't see any
need to get anybody else' s opinion,"Jellison said.
Stevens proposal was turned down with a
vote of 6 to 10.
Vice President Morelli proposed to amend
the by-laws of GSS.
Morelli expressed that senators don't talk
with their Hall Governing Boards and should
have to attend HGB meetings every week.
Morelli also wanted to create a Wells Dis-
trict for Hart and Hancock Halls so they could
have more representation.
Duke didn't believe this was a good idea.
"Where would the students from Hart and Han-
cock vote?! don't think it's a good idea. York has
four senators and there are five buildings in that
district so they would be able to attend all of the
HGB meetings anyway," Duke said.
Proxy David Barron didn't agree with Duke.
"I don't think we need to argue about this.
We need more representation. Even if all of the
HGB meetings aren't attended, at least some
of them will be," Barron said.
In other business, Senator Kevin Stevens
announced his resignation.
"I'm leaving here because I need to con-
centrate on my academics. I have tried to
guide GSS in my three years here, but I
haven't seen anything happen. Some of us sit
here and call ourselves senators then go home.
Some senators need to be better representa-
tives. I can't be a member of an institution
that doesn't care. It's time for me to leave,"
Stevens said.
Yet a Yiart N tour Y-7uture!
Launch Your Career
Attention: ALL SENIORS and final year
GRADUATE STUDENTS
HAVE PLANS FOR THE FUTURE??
Come to the Career Center to pick up your free
1998-99 job search guides!
Find out about:
3 Job Listings
6, On-Campus Interviews
3 Off-Campus Job Search Strategies
II Registration Procedures for the Career Center
3 Resources Available on the World Wide Web
3 Resume Referrals
II Graduate/Professional School Assistance
Ask for a personalized demonstration of job listings
and resources available on the World Wide Web.
(Don't forget to visit our home page at:
http://www.umeais.maine.edui-career
and check out our folders on the
First Class Conferencing System!
Mission Statement
The Career Center's mission is
to provide quality career
services and programs for
UMaine students and alumni
which will enable them to
successfully identify and
pursue their career goals. This
mission is a collaborative
effort between our staff,
students, faculty, employers,
and alumni.
Our services include:
• Counseling & Advising
• Self-Help Career Lab
• Resume/Cover Letter
Critiquing
• Practice Interviewing
• Maine Mentor Program
• Internships &
Cooperative Education
• Job Search Workshops
Job Search Workshops
Fall 1998
Please sign up ahead of time for the workshops that you plan
to attend by calling the Career Center at 581-1359 or by
stopping by the office on the third floor of Chadbourne Hall.
Location: 121 Lenggel - Computer Cluster
Resume Writing: New Techniques
Tuesday September 8 3:10PM
Friday September 11 2:10 PM
Wednesday September 16 3:10 PM
Thursday September 17 3:10 PM
High Impact Cover Letters
Monday September 14 3:10 PM
Friday September 18 2:10 PM
Electronic Job Search
Tuesday September 15 3:10 PM
Wednesday September 23 3:10 PM
Location: Career Center - Chadbourne Hall
Effective Interviewing Techniques
Monday September 14 2:10 PM
Thursday September 17 2:10 PM
Friday September 25 3:10 PM
Networking for Jobs
Monday September 21 2:10 PM
How to Find Internships
Thursday September 24 2:10 PM
Friday October 2 2:10 PM
Location: Bangor Lounge - Memorial Union
Applying to Graduate School
Tuesday October 20 3:30 PM
For additional
information, contact:
areer center
university of maine
Chadbourne Hall - 3rd Floor
581-1359 The Division Of Student Affairs
Fall Company Interviews
as of 9/4/98
Albin Randall & Bennett, CPAs
Analog Devices, Incorporated
Baker Newnan & Noyes
BetzDearbom - Paper Process
CARR Separations, Incorporated
Champion International Corporation
Computer Center Software
Computer Sciences Corporation
Fairchild Semiconductor
Fidelity Investments
Forum Financial Group
Foxboro Company, The
General Electric Power Systems
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Harte Hanks Data Technologies
Honeywell Measurex Corporation
International Paper Company
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
Kiewit Construction Group, Inc.
Kmart Corporation
Liberty Mutual Information Systems Group
Lincoln Laboratory/Mass. Inst. of Technology
Loiselle, Goodwin & Hinds
M/A-COM, Incorporated
MBNA New England
Mead Paper Division
National Semiconductor/South Portland
National Starch and Chemical Company
Olympia Sports
P. H. Glatfelter Company
Peace Corps Recruiting Office
Price Waterhouse Coopers
Primavera Systems, Inc./Expedition Division
Prudential Insurance and Financial Services
Prudential Preferred Financial Services
Raytheon Systems Company
Rockwell Automation/Allen-Bradley
Sanders-A Lockheed Martin Company
Sears, Roebuck & Company
Teradyne Inc - Connection Systems
U. S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center
U. S. Navy Explosive Ordinance Disposal
Technology Division
U. S. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
UNUM Life Ins. Co/Home Office Recruiter
UNUM Life Insurance Company/Programming
Westvaco Corp/Fine Papers Division
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Shawn Cunningham,
third-year health fitness
major
"Even though he's the presi-
dent, he's still a human and he
makes mistakes."
Have you read Kenneth Starr's report on Bill Clinton and does it matter to you?
Jose Alcea, first-year busi-
ness administration major
"No, and it doesn't matter to me."
Liz Schwarz, first-
year psychology student
"I've read some of it, and it
doesn't matter at all to me."
Andrew Thomas, first-
year physics and philos-
ophy major
"No I haven't. The political
world is of very little conse-
quence to me, and this is even
of less consequence."
Heather Urquhart, third-
year social work major
"I haven't read it, and it doesn't
make that much of a differ-
ence to me. I haven't kept up
with it."
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EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart a
Association ‘r
General Student Senate
and
Off Campus Council
Elections
September 9-16
Pick up nomination papers in the Student
Gov't office on the 3rd floor of the Union.
September 16
Mandatory candidates meeting at 3:00 in
the union TBA.
September 17-23
Final campaigning.
September 24
ELECTIONS IN THE DINING COMMONS
AND THE UNION!
laos
Application Deadline: October 1, 1998
Contact Betsy Arntzen: 581-4225 or FirstClass
Students who study in Canada, say:
Next term, CANADA!
CanadV
the CC13.-id Nfext Lsoor
Get to know Canada by living there.
,
•-•
„re
;
.;
WNIALINt R1C
WE WANT YOU
the
PHOIfiriiHON
Apply at Crossland Alumni Center
Work Study and Non work Study students earn
competitive wages.
Calling for donations to the Annual Alumni Fund.
Gain experience doing something important for Maine!
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By Brad Morin
Maine Campus staff
University of Maine alumnus Orman
Wade remembers when he was president of
the Interfraternity Council in the early 60s the
group often had difficulties in finding a place
to meet.
"We were meeting in semi-closets over
in the Union," he said.
Now, partly due to Wade's gift of
$250,000 toward the renovation and ex-
pansion of the Memorial Union, student
government and student organizations will
have the Student Leadership Center — a
renovated section of the second floor de-
voted solely to their activities.
"I felt for a long time that we needed to
do a better job so our leadership organiza-
tions can function," Wade said. "Hopefully,
they'll become responsible alumni when
they leave."
"He's been a really outstanding sup-
porter for the university," Senior Devel-
opment Officer Joyce Henckler said of
Wade. "I think this is going to be a very
exciting addition to the campus."
Wade's donation is only one example
of the 1961 graduate's service to the uni-
versity. Last Friday, he led his first meet-
ing as chairman of the President's Devel-
opment Council, a group dedicated to rais-
Ormand Wade
ing money and awareness toward issues
facing the university.
UMaine President Peter Hoff expressed
confidence in Wade's performance at the
introduction of the meeting.
"He's an old friend and I know that
he'll do a wonderful job at the helm," Hoff
said.
Wade said the main issue facing the
council right now is the referendum vote
authorizing money for research and de-
velopment at the University of Maine.
"Clearly the referendum bond issue is
numero uno," Wade said. "It's viewed as
having the possiblity of creating a lot of
job opportunities for the state. The Uni-
versity community ought to be 200 per-
cent behind this."
In addition to serving on the council,
Wade has donated his own money to the
university for research, mostly in the area
of marine research. Wade's gifts to the
School of Marine Sciences includes a fund
named after himself which bolsters pro-
grams at the Darling Marine Center in
Walpole. In 1997, Wade created the Cap-
tain Charles H.Wade Marine Sciences
fund, named after his father. Wade said he
has interest in marine sciences because he
grew up on the coast in Boothbay Harbor.
"My dad made his living on the water,"
Wade said. "I grew up on the water. It's
Want a Paid Position in a
Real Business Environment?
Need a Great Resume Builder?
The Maine Campus
is currently looking for an
Assistant Business Manager.
Applicant must have:
• Taken BUA 201 & 202
• Two years of school
remaining
Contact The Maine Campus
Business Office at 581-1272
for further information.
ORMAND . WADE
PERSONAL BACKGROUND:
Resident of Southport, grew up in Boothbay
Harbor; wife, Miriam; children, Charlie and
Valerie; four grandchildren.
UMAINE EDUCATION:
Class of 1961; major in engineering physics;
minor in electrical engineering
WORK AND ACTIVITIES:
Chairman of President's - Development Coun-
cil, University of Maine; former vice-chairman
of Ameritech Co.; former trustee of University
of Chicago; board of directors at three other
corporations.
ON RETURNING TO UMAINE:
"I think it's a stronger university in many ways. It's
at a period of critical re-emergence."
kind of in my blood."
Wade said his father ran a ferry from
Boothbay Harbor to Monhegan Island
from 1933 to 1973. He built the boat, the
Balmy Days, during the Depression.
Wade was the first mate when he was not
in school. That is when he met his wife,
Miriam who was a waitress on Monhe-
gan Island. Wade's father's boat is still
in service in Belfast and is used for sight-
seeing.
"It's been modified a lot, but once you
know the hull of a boat, you can recognize
it from afar," he said.
When Wade came to the University of
Maine as a freshman in 1957, he said he
wanted to enter engineering, but had no
Ormand J. Wade speaks at the Presi-
dent's Development Council meeting Fri-
day. (Jason Can niff photo.)
idea of which field. He heard a lecture by
Clarence Bennett on Engineering Physics
and Wade chose that field for his major.
During his days as a student, Wade was
involved in many activities. He was pres-
ident of his fraternity, Delta Tau Delta, for
two years, as well as president of IFC and
the Senior Skulls.
Wade said that it wasn't until he came
back to the university many years later
that he understood it as a whole.
"From the perspective of a few years
away, you realize how little you really
knew here as a student," he said. "You
don't see the total university because
you're absorbed in your own programs.
It's a bit of an eye opener."
New Address?
Have you notified the
Office of Student Records
of your change of address?
If not, stop by or call
us at 581-1288.
Office of Student Records
Wingate Hall, Room 100
http://www.records.ume.maine.edu
If you want to check what we currently use for
your local and permanent addresses, select the
address menu option from DSIS at
http://www.maine.edu/admin/DSIS
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Canceled course necessary
Sexual assault can affect anyone. Sadly, few people recognize the importance ofsexual assault prevention until they or someone close to them is victimized.It is onlythen that it sinks in how widespread it is.
Sexual assault hasn't been a reality to many members of the University of Maine community
because no recent sexual assault incidents have been reported. Unfortunately, sexual assault is
always a reality that can't be ignored. For every sexual assault reported, 10 go unreported.
Although many students think the university's campus is safe, sexual assault is constantly
present. Four rapes and four other types of sexual assaults were reported to Public Safety last year,
which means more than 80 possible sexual assaults probably occurred and went unreported.
The university community must make every effort to prevent acts of sexual assault on campus
and to make students' lives, as well as the university itself, safer. Sexual assault awareness should
be a part of every university student's curriculum and should also be incorporated into the training
of university faculty and staff
The university needs to support and put into action a plan similar to Student Government
President Lyn McLaughlin's plan for a mandatory sexual assault awareness class, which was
canceled for lack of interest. The course, which would have been a free one-day seminar where
students heard from sexual assault victims, lawyers and law enforcement officials, would have
educated both women and men and made the difficult issue easier to understand.
The course's fatal flaw may have been that students would have been forced to go to it. While
it's important for everyone to be educated about sexual assault prevention, students may have been
turned off by the idea that the class would be a required course.
Other possibilities for future consideration could be incorporating the course into student
orientation or offering throughout the year as optional course, where students could still earn one
credit free of charge.
The administration is willing for such a class to exist. The only thing that kept it from happening
was student support and interest. Students need to take full advantage of this opportunity because
the university is rarely forthcoming about incidents, even when they're reported. This opportunity
may never be offered again.
Parking policy problematic
W ith only two true bars in Orono, it's no surprise 
what students who are 21 years
old and older do on Friday and Saturday nights. Lucky for students, Margarita's
and the Bear Brew Pub are a stone's throw away from each other and share the
same parking lot. Pat's Pizza, another popular watering hole, also shares the lot.
There's one problem, though. The municipal parking lot between Mill and Pine Streets is _
restricted parking. Translation: no parking overnight or your car will be towed.
So students who have driven to the bars and realized they've had one too many are in a bind.
They can leave the car in the parking lot and pray it's not towed, or get behind the wheel and pray
they make it home without hurting anyone.
The town of Orono might not be condoning drinking and driving by instituting the parking
restrictions, but it isn't giving students many options.
Restricted parking during the day is justifiable. Business owners take comfort in knowing
customers can roll into a padding space, run into a store or restaurant, get what they need and leave.
But banning overnight parking from the municipal parking lot isn't necessary. Only a handful
of businesses are open past 9 p.m. Three of those businesses are Margarita's, the Bear Brew and
Pat's. Allowing overnight parking wouldn't affect the other businesses — most are long since
closed by that time.
People should be more responsible. They shouldn't drink excessively, or they should arrange
for designated drivers. However, the town is also responsible for protecting its residents. People
are getting into their cars after they've been drinking. Yes, it's wrong, but it's happening.
Instead of crossing fingers and praying nothing will happen, the town of Orono should allow
people to park overnight in the municipal lot. By a certain time in the morning —8 am. would
not be unreasonable— the daytime restrictions would apply. Anyone parked in the lot would be
responsible for removing their car or face the consequences.
Permitting overnight parking would not be condoning excessive drinking. It would make
Orono a safer place for students and residents.
The Maine C us
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• Column
The Whitewater witch hunt
By Kristen Dobler
Lately it seems impossi-
ble to avoid the senseless
chatter of President Clinton's
sex life. The subject has been
brought up in every one of
my classes this week and
seems unavoidable in every-
day conversation.
The line between the
president's professional
and private affairs has long
since been crossed and In-
dependent Counsel Ken-
neth Starr's Whitewater in-
vestigation is nothing but
an attempt to discredit
Clinton and make a mock-
ery of the presidency.
Like many, I'm sick of
watching the news, hear-
ing a few short briefs and
then listening to a bunch
of analysts and pundits
who actually think they can
figure this whole mess out
attempt to do so. It's never
going to happen. No one
will ever know what really
happened and we already
know too much.
Clinton was wrong for
lying, but it's hard for us
to imagine what we would
do if a pompous, power-
hungry, poor excuse for an
independent counsel was
following our every move
and reporting it all to the
media. Clinton was stuck
between a rock and a hard
place and he admits he
didn't make the right
choice. Even though he did
lie, it wasn't about any-
thing that affected the
country; it was something
that affected his personal,
private life.
This isn't an investiga-
tion to Starr, it's a game.
It's full of misguided
truths, which are no one's
business except the presi-
dent's and the people who
are a part of them. Every
detail of what he and Mon-
ica Lewinsky did shouldn't
be of Starr's concern, let
alone the entire world.
Starr altered the purpose
of the investigation so bad-
ly that Whitewater was
barely mentioned and most
people have no idea it's
the reason the investiga-
tion started.
Clinton has done a de-
cent job as president, no
worse than any other, and
there's little reason for
Starr's distorted attempt to
pan over insignificant and
trivial topics. Even before
he was president, Clinton
was infamous for his ex-
tramarital affairs and the
country had no problem
electing him for two terms.
While Clinton, as presi-
dent, could have taken
more control of his libido,
his actions in no way justi-
fy impeachment.
People are taking ev-
ery advantage to blow the
investigation out of pro-
portion and their only in-
terest is making money.
Lewinsky was offered $6
million for her story, and
her own mother told her to
wait until the offer hit $10
million.
The media's ongoing
attempt to make things
even more significant is
even more repulsive. Sev-
eral days ago I had to flip
through at least 13 pages
of the Boston Herald to
find news on a subject oth-
er than the investigation.
While coverage is a neces-
sity, the media has dug too
deep and focused on too
many trivialities. There's
no need to write a story
about the secret signifi-
cance of a tie Clinton was
supposedly wearing for
Monica or about what they
did with cigars. Coverage
has been blown so far out
of proportion that a Japa-
nese newspaper recently
ran Starr's report complete
with descriptive drawings.
The media need to re-
consider their priorities
and cover what's really im-
portant to the world.
Lewinsky shouldn't be on
the front cover of a news-
paper when terrorists have
declared war on the Unit-
ed States and when hun-
dreds of people die in a
plane crash.
If Starr isn't stopped,
he's going to continue to
expose another worthless
piece of Clinton's dirty
laundry, fawn over it as
long as possible and waste
even more of the Ameri-
can taxpayers' money.
The country needs to
put this episode behind it
and move on to more im-
portant issues, such as
world policy. If this cycle
doesn't stop soon, the in-
vestigation will turn into
nothing but an aimless
witch hunt.
Kristen Dobler is a jun-
ior English and journalism
major and is the city editor
for The Maine Campus.
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• Column
Access policy poorly researched
By Ryan Robbins
B
usy signals are a part of
life, like standing in line at
the supermarket, being put
on hold while waiting to talk with
a customer service representative
or looking for a prime parking
space.
The University of Maine's In-
formation Technology Depart-
ment is seeking to change this.
The department has joined forces
with the University of Maine Sys-
tem Network for Education and
Technology Services — UNET —
to provide 40 additional telephone
lines and upgrade to 56K modems.
Remote access users will have
168 lines and only one phone num-
ber, remote access ID and pass-
word to remember.
It's about time.
Before the service upgrade,
UNET maintained modem pools
here on campus and Bangor while
IT maintained its own pool on
campus. While UNET provided
56K modems — the fastest avail-
able, for now — in Orono, it
provided slower modems in
Bangor. IT provided even slower
modems which used two differ-
ent phone numbers.
Because speed is important,
nobody wanted to connect to the
slower modem pools. Who could
blame them? As a result, users
got a busy signal nearly every
time they tried to log on to UN-
ET's 56K or IT' s 28.8K pools.
Your opinion
matters
Write a letter
to the editor.
The Maine Campus
UMaine 's thrice-weekly newspaper
But there's a problem with
the new service.
Beginning Oct. 1, users will
be limited to 30 "free" hours of
Internet access a month, with each
additional minute costing 1 cent.
Under the current system, users
can connect for up to 12 hours a
day without paying beyond their
technology fee each semester.
At first glance, 30 hours a
month of free access doesn't
sound bad. Since the University
of Southern Maine began testing
the new policy in January 1997,
only 4-5 percent of users logged
on for more than 30 hours, ac-
cording to UNET. In February of
this year here at UMaine, only 15
percent of users connected for 30
hours or more.
However, the new policy
amounts to limiting access to the
global library that is the World
Wide Web. Non-traditional stu-
dents will be hit particularly hard
because they may not be able to
stay on campus to use the com-
puter clusters as they juggle a
course load, a job and in some
cases a family.
One of the primary reasons
for the new policy is there are a
few users spoiling it for the many,
according to UNET and IT offi-
cials. A small minority of users,
frustrated with busy signals, log
on all day even when they're not
home. Others take advantage of
having multiple accounts from
both UNET and their home cam-
pus by giving out their secondary
logon ID and password to family
and friends.
No doubt, people will always
abuse the system. Eliminating
multiple accounts will make it
more difficult for users not affili-
ated with the University of Maine
System to log on using a student's
or university staff member's ac-
count. And, of course, limiting
free access to 30 hours will all but
wipe out this problem.
But it's overkill for a prob-
lem the university system hasn't
completely researched. Just be-
cause 95 percent of USM remote
access users don't log on for
more than 30 hours doesn't mean
30 hours is adequate. A report
from a university system task
force notes that of about 1,000
remote access users at USM, 35
percent have paid in advance for
more than 30 hours of access.
Another 350 USM users have
opted to subscribe to Time-
Warner's Roadrunner service,
which provides unlimited high-
speed Internet access for about
$30 a month.
"After the initial shock of im-
plementing the billing, not a sin-
gle user has complained about the
charges," the report states. "The
point is that users are willing to
pay for appropriate service."
But are all users as willing —
or able?
Time-Warner's Internet ac-
cess service, which is about 50
times faster than a 56K modem,
does not use a subscriber's phone
line. There will always be people
willing to pay for such service.
But what about those who don't
need such high speed access or
can't afford it? If they had their
druthers, they'd probably toler-
ate a few busy signals.
At the very least, administra-
tors should have studied students'
on-line behavior for more than a
few months and asked users what
their needs are — which the task
force failed to do.
Ryan Robbins is a senior
journalism and psychology ma-
jor and is a columnist for The
Maine Campus.
• Guest column
Selling students short
By Sara Barron
E"
ven before classes began
for the semester I waited
in anticipation for the first
home game of the football sea-
son, because of the metal monster
that was taking shape next to the
field. I had heard that there was
going to be a section that was
reserved solely for the students,
information that interested me
because at previous games, I had
always sat on the grass next to the
track because of a lack of seating.
But this year was going to be
different. I would be able to ac-
tively participate with the rest of
the crowd.
Saturday, game day, started off
like any other Saturday; except for
the marching band's loud rumble
and the field hockey announcer's
voice, which could be heard at my
apartment in University Park. It
was lightly raining outside, but
my fiance, my brother and I braved
the rain to go to the ticket office to
get our student ticket stickers. Too
bad that they were closed. The
sign on the door said that they
would be open at 4 p.m., so we all
made plans to try again later.
At about 4:10, we went back to
stand in a rather short line. I got my
little silver sticker and went out-
side. There was already a line form-
ing at the back of the stadium.
Mind you that the game did not
begin until 7 p.m. In addition, half
of the parking lot had been roped
off to prevent people from parking
next to the field. The lot near Al-
fond had been marked "Skybox
parking," and the lot across the.
street had been marked "Preferred
pass parking." Whatever a Pre-
ferred pass is I still do not know,
but I know that it was not for the
students, as I watched student af-
ter student get turned away from
the lot. We decided after watching
this scene that if we were to park in
Veazie, we would be all right.
Once we got to the game (and
walked from Taiwan), we entered
through the student gate with a
crowd of 50 or so other people. We
picked up our blue pompons and
headed to the student section, which,
we were told, was located in sec-
tions D, E and F. Noticing some
friends in the stands, we decided to
sit in the row in front of them.
Unfortunately, people in our
section did not stay focused on
the game like they should have
because about ten minutes into
it, my friends were told that they
had to move. A family had tick-
ets to the seats that they were
sitting in. Without any debate,
my friends moved down to our
row. No big deal, we thought, the
stadium just oversold a couple of
tickets.
About 20 minutes later, a
woman stormed up the stairs to a
group of students a couple of
rows behind us. The whole time,
she was yelling that the kids were
in her seats, and that if they were
real UMaine students, they would
know that the student section end-
ed at row 15.
This is where my problem
comes. First of all, why was the
ticket office selling tickets for the
student section? In an article in the
Bangor Daily News by John Holy-
oke, he commented that in the past,
the students have been rather apa-
thetic about game attendance and
participation. It seems amazing that
when we do go to the game, we get
removed from our own section.
Now don't misunderstand me
—I know that the stadium should
also be for the visitors. I just have
a problem when we get removed
from the seats that are labeled as
ours by the little blue sign on the
fence. It seems hard to have any
kind of school spirit when we are
forced to mill around looking for
a place to park our butts. Or per-
haps that was the idea. Maybe we
were meant to just give up and sit
on the visiting team's side of the
field, where we could not cheer
with our fans and cheerleaders.
After this experience, I am left
to wonder whether the university
has in fact made it easier for stu-
dents to attend their games. The
administration seems to forget that
we are paying $10,000-plus for
tuition here, as opposed to the frac-
tion that the ticket holders pay. In
arleition, if we are only allowed to
sit in rows 1-15, then the seating
wouldonly encompass about 1,100
students. This only covers a small
percentage of the student popula-
tion. So who is more important? I
am beginning to wonder.
Sara Barron is a senior En-
glish major and is the Off Cam-
pus Board secretary.
Corrections
In the Friday, Sept. 11, page 1 story "Rape awareness course
dies," the headline and photo suggested that Deb Mitchell's Rape
Aggression Defense Course was not going to continue. The course
will take place Thursday evenings at 7 p.m. in the basement of
Balentine Hall, beginning Sept. 17.
In the Monday, Sept. 14, page 1 story "Council considers
ordinance," Orono resident Mary Drew was incorrectly identified as
Mary North.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Salty Brompton
For Wednesday,
September 16
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Your
life will be transformed this year, although maybe not
in the way you were hoping. If that sounds rather
ominous, don't worry: by this time next year you will
have realized that what you want and what you need
are entirely different things.
ARIES (March 21- April 19): If you suspect
someone is talking behind your back today you are
probably right. But if they hope it is going to have an
effect on you they couldn't be more wrong. The
typical Aries could not care less what other people
think or say.
TAURUS (Apri120 - May 20): You may be as
tough as they come and determined not to take
nonsense from anyone. But if you are smart you will
realize that someone you have to deal with today has
a lot more clout than you and could make life
uncomfortable if you don't show the proper level of
respect.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): The facts may be
on your side but the facts are of secondary importance
today. Someone who wields a great deal of power
will take a shine to you if you say the right things and
bolster their ego.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You don't have
to throw your weight about but you probably will.
You don't have to show you can do a better job than
anyone else but you feel you have a point to prove.
That's fine as far as it goes but don't be too domineer-
ing or you could alienate some of your friends.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You may resent being
told what to do today, especially if you secretly
believe you are a better leader than the person who is
bossing you around, but if you are wise you will smile
and follow orders.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Your challenge
today is to be part of a team while retaining your own
identity which may not be as easy as it sounds. For
best results you should decide right now where you
will draw the line and make it a point of principle that
anyone who steps over it steps back again pretty
quickly.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Words are power-
ful things. Words bring down governments. Words
change the world. For that reason alone it is important
that you choose your words carefully, even more so
now as others look to you to guide them in the right
direction.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Whether you
are rich or poor, young or old, respected or reviled,
one thing is certain: you are who you are fora reason.
So don't waste time wishing you were someone else
or that fate might be kinder to you. All you need is
close at hand so reach out and use it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22 
-Dec.21): No doubt
you are in a domineering mood and no doubt you are
determined that this week you will get your way. No
doubt you are right but don't force others to do things
just because you can.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 -Jan. 19): You appear
to be looking over your shoulder a lot these days as
though you are worried that someone is following
you. Are you afraid they are on to your little secret?
Maybe they are but does it really matter?
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): An indepen-
dent mind is a wonderful thing but it can have its
disadvantages, not least of which is that you often
find yourself in a minority of one. You may not care
about that now but you will later in the week when
you are in need of human contact.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): You are not in
the mood for daydreams and you won't take kindly
to those who waste your time or don't pull their
weight. As far as you're concerned success is mea-
sured by results and if you're not getting them in one
place you won't hesitate to move elsewhere.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Thursday,
September 17
W YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Confi-
dence is everything and if you have confidence in
yourself this year it won't matter one little bit if the
rest of the world remains doubtful. In fact it will work
in your favor as your achievements will take every-
one by surprise-everyone, that is, except yourself.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You may have
to work harder than you expected this weekend but
don't feel too bad about it. With the Sun at the best
possible angle to your birth sign you will breeze
through difficult and demanding tasks with ease.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): How are you at
triwnphing against the odds? Yes, this could be a
difficult weekend but you are not the sort to let
setbacks get you down so rise to the challenge and let
the world see that your indomitable spirit is alive and
well and not about to give up on you yet.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): If you fail at
something this weekend it is not because the task is
beyond you but because your technique needs im-
proving. You may have to consult an expert and take
a few lessons but it will be worth it in the long-term.
You may even become an expert yourself.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): No doubt you
would like to get out and about this weekend, to
explore new places and see new faces, but how much
is it going to cost you? If you think you can afford it
by all means go ahead but be aware there will be
unexpected claims on your time, energy and, yes,
your money.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You are not the type
of person to deny yourself pleasure but as the Sun,
your ruler, squares up to Saturn this weekend it might
be wise not to indulge your passions too much. This
is especially important if you are hoping to impress
someone influential.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): A little kindness
will pay off in a big way this weekend. You may have
to postpone travel or social plans to see to someone
else's needs but what you gain in terms of reputation
will more than offset what you lose in enjoyment
AND you'll feel good about yourself.
LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 22): Keep telling your-
self that you are better off than most and keep telling
yourself that in the greater scheme of things material
possessions are not important.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You may hate
not being top dog but this is one of those weekends
when you should let other people lead the way, both
at home and at work. Even though you have twice as
much energy as most people you cannot possibly
hope to do it all alone. Why exhaust yourself?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): What
happens next will inject a touch of much-needed
reality into your life. You may not see it in such
positive terms but with the Sun now transiting
one of the most dynamic areas of your chart it
would be a shame to waste your talents on idle
daydreams.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 -Jan. 19): Satum, your
ruler, is at a less-than-helpful angle to the Sun this
weekend, so don't be surprised if what you are
planning does not come off as easily as you expected.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You may feel
that partners and loved ones are being annoyingly
obstructive this weekend and maybe they are but
there's not a lot you can do about it. Avoid confron-
tation now and by Tuesday at the latest you will be
back in control of your own destiny without having
upset anyone.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Something will
hold you back this weekend; something will prevent
you from traveling freely. No doubt it will be im-
mensely frustrating but within a matter of days you
will be thanking your lucky stars that you were forced
to stay at home.
ENTERTAINMENT
Dear Dr. Dick;
How do I get rid of a hangover so
that I can make to class Friday morn-
ing?
— Lit in Somerset
Dear Lit,
To put out the fire from your
spirited evening and make it across
campus in time for that fascinating 2
p.m. lecture on concrete rebar, you can
follow any variety of strategies. If you
live on South Campus, fling open your
window to let in the sunshine and the
glorious sounds of the Black Bear
Marching band. It seems a bit harsh at
first, but the acute pain induced by Paul
Simon's "You Can Call Me Al" in relent-
less assault will block out any residual
illness. In the same vein, a pack of
Camels or a big fat joint will replace
your tendency toward alcoholism with
a whole new set of social disorders and
risk factors for disease. Gulping down
two raw eggs when you first wake up is
said to soothe the stomach ... salmo-
nella is far preferable to nausea in my
book. For a foolproof remedy to the
rumbles in your tummy, stumble to
your car and get yourself to The Gov-
ernor's. Consume the"Vegas Elvis
breakfast" (big and greasy) - I'm talking
a bacon and sausage omelet with a
side of cheese fries, washed down with
chocolate milk. I offer you my uncondi-
tional money-back guarantee that if
you consume this meal as fast as you
possibly can and then head to the
bathroom, all gastronomic discomfort
will be flushed out of your system one
way or another. Short on time and
cash? Just perusing Ken Starr's report
on Monica-gate will evoke a similar
biological reaction in nine out of ten
American voters. But from my experi-
ence, the best morning-after course of
action is to roll over feel around on the
floor for that warm can of Milwaukee's
Whetheryou're unlucky in life, love
or the law, Dr. Harold Dick can solve
your problem. After more than a de-
cade of absorbing campus culture at
UMaine, the good doctor hasn't earned
a degree, but has gained the life expe-
rience to tackle any personal dilem-
ma. Submit your questions to The
Maine Campus, 4th Floor, Chad-
bourne Hall.
ACROSS
I Mathis hit of '59
6 Jet-set sort
10 Starting point
14 Ano opener
15 Tabula 
16 Ending with
switch
17 Reasonable
marriage
expectation?
20 Sans mixers
21 Boot
22 Clueless
23 Hardens
25 College founder
Cornell
27 Boston
Stranglers
cousin?
33 Warwick's "—
Little Prayer"
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34 Stewed
35 Due
37 Put (on)
38 Seek earnestly
42 Suffix with glass
43 Fire
45 Spoiled
46 One who goes
for the gold?
48 Hermit in
husbandry?
52 Related (to)
53 Litter's littlest
54 Late writer with a
1946 best seller
57 "Je ne 
quoi"
59 Snorri Sturluson
work
63 Response to
"Let's eat!"?
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
TOGO ABROM PARK
EVER FRODO OKAY
GARBAGEPAILK IDS
ALMIGHTY
KORECIN
opapa
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66 Jesus, for one
67 Jersey, e.g.
68 Gettysburg
opponent of Lee
69 Street sound
70 Jazz singer Anita
71 Spurred
DOWN
I Part of G.M.T.
2 1953 Pulitzer
playwright
3 Antitoxin fluids
Red Army
founder
5 hoo
6 Kick
7 Lummoxes
8 Abstruse
9 Exhibited fear
10 "The Diary of
Anne Frank"
villains
it Controversial
1960's
magazine
12 "Tamerlane"
dramatist
Nicholas
13 Poet Van Duyn
18 It's bad to keep
in the closet
19 Russell's
"Tombstone"
role
24 J.F.K. monitor
info
26 Tubular pasta
27 Triangular sails
28 "Have !"
("Make yourself
at homer)
1 2 3 4 5 ill7 8 9 10 11
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12 13
141111
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52 53lll
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63 64 651111
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Puzzle by Cathy Millhauser
29 Trick
30 Coast
31 Oil Co. of
80's TV
32 Tennis's
Richards
36 Author Earl —
Biggers
39 Orchestra part
40 England's
westernmost
cape
41 Ness, e.g.
44 Whopper topper
47 Whole thing?
49 -iSh
50 Resolute
51 Kind of job
54 9000 Turbo, e.g.
55 Writer Ernie
56 Indian related to
the Missouri
58 Atlas section
60 Use a trawl
61 Chick mate
62 Laid up
64 Film co.
behind
"Suspicion"
65 WS out in the
Outback
Corrections
To bring a correction to our
attention, contact the Editor at
581-1271 between the hours
of 9 a.m. and noon, or stop by
the office on the fourth floor
Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3036 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute,
which is billed to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be
18 or older. Call today — 1 -900-726-3036.
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• Stone House Cafe
Friendly atmosphere and good home cookin'
By Elisabeth Gold
Maine Campus staff
The Stone House Cafe is quite the dining
experience. Located on State Street in Vea-
zie, the Stone House Cafe offers some of the
best down-home cooking around.
Everything from monte cristos to fried
scallops and strawberry shortcakes mark the
menu, not to mention the daily special board
that offers Stone House favorites at a lower
price.
Family-owned and operated by father-
Veazie's own Stone House Cafe, located
at 1492 State St. (Jason Canniff photo.)
son team Thurston and Ross Howe, the
Stone House Cafe offers a friendly atmo-
sphere and a plethora of regulars.
Bob Moody, a 1989 graduate of the Uni-
versity of Maine and Stone House enthusi-
ast, frequents the cafe three to four times a
day.
"It's nearby," he said. "I like the people
that run the place, the food is extremely
well-prepared, there's plenty of it and it's
well-priced. It's a great place to socialize.
You get to know the people who do the
cooking and own the place."
"It's like a big family here," said Moody's
daughter and fellow coffee-drinker Diana.
Dick Havey, another Stone House cus-
tomer finishing up his meal, described the
Stone House as a place with "good people,
good service and good prices."
The cafe itself is small, but what it lacks
in space it makes up for in character.
You can grab the day's Bangor Daily
News, a take-out menu or a Coffee News
right at the door as you walk in.
Seat yourself — the cafe is all about
catering to what you want and relax. Light
Patty and Ross will take care of all your dining needs. (Jason Canniff photo.)
up a cigarette, the Stone House has ashtrays
advocating smoker's rights. One of the wait-
resses will be with you in a moment.
Grab a booth and while your order is
cooking, check out the hanging photos on
the wall.
See CAFE on page 12
• Late Late Show
Kilborn takeover discussed on First Class
By Barry Holyoke
Maine Campus Staff
An era ends when Tom Snyder retires
as host of the Late Late Show.
Snyder is an Emmy award-winning
radio and television personality with more
than forty years experience in the televi-
sion industry. Snyder is best known for
his engaging one-on-one conversation
and his ability to create an intimate envi-
ronment for guests and the audience. His
experience is unrivaled in the medium.
Snyder was born in Milwaukee, Wis.
and was a pre-med student before em-
barking on a broadcasting career. Snyder
worked in Atlanta, Los Angeles, Phila-
delphia and New York. He started "To-
morrow," the first late night talk show in
1973 for NBC. In 1993, he began work-
ing for CNBC in the critically pleasing
"Tom Snyder Show." The Late Late Show
debuted on CBS on Jan. 9, 1995 as the
sole talk show against comedies on other
stations.
Tom Snyder is passing the reigns on
to Craig Kilborn, the current host of Com-
edy Central's "Daily Show." Kilborn has
been host of the Daily Show for two years
since the show's debut.
Kilborn was born in Montana and first
worked for WTOG-TV and WSAI-Radio
in Savannah, Ga. He was the play-by-
play commentator for the CBA's Savan-
nah Spirits. He then worked for KCBA-
TV in Monterey, Calif., as the Oakland
A's pre-game show host.
His approach to news reporting is
unique. His personal view on the world
influences his commentary. This led him
to ESPN where he was known as "the tall,
funny" anchor for three years on Sports-
Center.
University students have been dis-
cussing the future of the Late Late Show
online in the FirstClass discussion rooms.
Most students agree that Kilborn will
make a good replacement for Snyder next
year when he steps down.
Aaron King agrees that Kilborn will
replace Snyder well but is concerned about
the varied formats. Kilborn intertwines
comedy well, he said, and if the producers
force Kilborn into Snyder's format, the
show will work.
"Kilborn has a certain flair for im-
prov," Bradley Hauck said.
Kilborn's improv is something Sny-
der lacks, Hauck said. Snyder is someone
whom any person could sit down and
have a conversation with, but it is diffi-
cult to stay awake that late to simply
watch two people talk.
Danny Cashman thinks it will be in-
teresting to see if Kilborn can take some
of competitor Conan O'Brien's audience,
another thing Snyder couldn't do. Snyder
and O'Brien were two widely different
styles of talk shows.
"Conan will be tough to beat," Cash-
man said.
SOme people, like Michael Lake, don't
think the replacement is a good idea. Sny-
der, in Lake's opinion, is the better inter-
viewer and has a greater knowledge of
history and his interview subjects. If Kil-
born is forced into Snyder's interview style,
then the argument is more than valid.
Most people think Kilborn will suc-
ceed, but everyone is keeping a "wait and
see" attitude. As Tellis Coolong said:
"You can't get any worse."
And for those wondering about the
future of the Daily Show: don't worry.
Former host of his own show, Jon Stew-
art will be replacing Kilborn. And the
debate on that job switch is in the wings
as well.
• Health news
Cali fruit eaters down
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — There
goes California's reputation as the land
of buff "Baywatch" bodies and alfalfa-
sprout salads. The biggest survey ever of
California habits was released Tuesday,
and the news wasn't good.
Californians ate fewer fruits and veg-
etables last year than they did two years
before: 3.8 servings a day compared with
4.1 in 1995. Health experts say adults
should be eating at least five servings
every day.
"I'm not a healthy eater," admitted
Kim Lontz, 51, as she ordered chili dogs
and hamburgers for herself and her two
children at a shopping mall in Sacramen-
to. "My kids are. I'm a fast-food nut."
The state Health Department has been
conducting food surveys every two years
since 1989, when the rate was the same as
last year — 3.8 servings a day.
Officials believe that public educa-
tion campaigns had been working up un-
til 1995, when people began slipping into
their old bad habits because of job-relat-
ed pressures.
"People are eating out more. They
have less time. Their commutes are long-
er," said James Stratton, a state health
officer.
For the survey, 1,700 randomly se-
lected adults were interviewed about their
fruit and vegetable consumption habits.
The figures were particularly bad for
black and Hispanic Californians. For
blacks, it was 3.1 servings a day, up only
slightly from 3.0 in 1995. For Hispanics,
it dropped from 4.7 servings in 1995 to
3.9.
People earning under $15,000 a year
ate just 3.1 servings a day, compared
with 3.8 servings for people with in-
comes from $15,000 to $25,000.
The best diets were found among those
earning $25,000 to $35,000 — 4.3 serv-
ings a day. People earning over $50,000
a year ate just 3.9 servings.
Stratton said many poor people and
minorities consider fresh fruit and vege-
tables too expensive.
''It's ironic to think that access and
affordability would be a problem in a
state that grows half of the nation's fruits
and vegetables," he said.
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• Hand dancing
Sader explores natural world through Art
By Ryan Genz
Special to the Campus
"They're turning now."
Slowly, my clothes are becoming damp.
This particular Saturday looks like slate and
rain is occasionally landing on us. We are in
The Marsh and it is breathtaking. Flat light
of an overcast day is as an accomplice to
creating an ethereal world. Parched bare
trunks stand in mist.
"In the summer this bank of ferns is the
most beautiful thing you can imagine," Kris
Sader says. She gestures toward a huge bank
of ferns that is crouching on the bank of the
Penobscot River. "Every time I come, it
looks completely different.
"This is what I look for everywhere: the
cathedral arc. Look in here," she says.
Crouching, she points to the interior of a
mass of cattails growing from the muddy
bottom. I don't see it until I get down, much
closer to the ground. Reeds converge in
gothic arches over the space between the
reeds, creating space that seems infinitely
vast. Sacred Space, she calls it.
The water is low today despite humidity
and rain in the air and we are able to traverse
the marsh floor to the other side. She leads
me to fantastic attractions that can be found
here.
"Kris, this confuses me," I say. "I have
no idea how I would draw this tree."
The tree gave up standing years ago. It
now lies across water with bare branches
screaming out of it at all angles. We're
sitting in the mud pondering this tree, prob-
lems of representa-
tion, and puzzles in-
volved with learn-
ing past the age of
twelve.
"I would try to
capture the energy
of it," she says. "I
would start with a
line like this." Her
hand shoots out in
front of her, de-
scribing the path a
piece of charcoal
would take across a
sheet of paper. The
stroke describes the
massive trunk lying
in front of us. She
continues drawing
in the air with both
hands. No. She is
not drawing. She is
dancing. ThiS. I
learn, is no coinci-
dence.
"For me it is
about so many
things," she says. "I
incorporate many
things into art. It is
about sacredness of
places like this. It is
about freedom to recover spirituality. Spir-
ituality as one's own, not something that
must be given, but discovered. It is about my
girls adopting a tree, and finding what works
The WICOMICOS 
"High energy acoustic musis..their live show
is not to be missed." -WMDT-TV, Salisbury, MD
This Thursday, Sept. 17
9pm at Bear's Den
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735 • • •
Center for Students and Community Life:WV
http://www.ume.maine.edu/-TUB/ Stin5entsI itt
for them. Also, it is about
about dancing."
Earlier we had walked through the gar-
den she is creating around her house. It is
my garden and
lush, with vegetation and ideas and inspira-
tion. She shows me the fairy garden where I
eat an anise leaf. Then, a place designed for
Monarch butterflies. They lay eggs here,
where they become caterpillars. Caterpil-
lars eat the leaves before turning chrysalis
and gain brilliant, orange wings before fly-
ing to Mexico.
Kris grew up in Arizona, and her love for
nature began with explorations of the desert
terrain. Today she is still exploring the nat-
ural environment.
We watch a large dragonfly enter the
radiating wooden branches and hover per-
fectly above the fallen tree, in open space
above the log. Dragonflies. Silence filled
with the texture of frogs.
"I have a theory that our brains are in-
tended to develop in collaboration with the
stimuli of the natural world, so that certain
parts of our brain become fully developed in
contact with nature and all the sensory input
we receive from it.
"You can lead now," Kris invites me.
We again make our way across the marsh
though goldenrod and deer thickets.
We walk for a long time and eventually
find our way back home. I leave refreshed,
inspired, wet from falling into water, muddy
and thorn scraped and with a hand full of
fresh French Tarragon from her garden. I
intend to cook something very slowly with
it. Food from a sacred garden.
Kris' art will be displayed in The Cof-
fee Shop, Memorial Union, all this week.
At the show's opening last Thursday we
ate flowers.
SORORITY RUSH
* September 18th - 25th *
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More Info?? Call Erica at 581-1785
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• Profile
Streep confesses to 'cinematic ignorance'
NEW YORK (AP) — A trailer fit for a
movie queen was waiting for Meryl Streep
when she arrived in rural Ireland last sum-
mer to begin shooting a low-budget ensem-
ble film.
It was a massive, ugly aluminum thing,
fully equipped and noticeably larger than
the trailers assigned each of the five other
actors. No one said a word.
Streep made a mental note.
By week's end, the trailer was gone,
discreetly replaced by a more modest one.
"That's pure Meryl," Pat O'Connor,
the director of the forthcoming "Dancing at
Lughnasa," says. "She's so likable, she's
so lacking in fussiness. That trailer bothered
her."
When Streep arrives for an interview,
there is no pushy entourage or yelping cell
phones.
In fact, just the opposite. There are times
when Streep acts more like a 49-year-old
soccer mom who, purely by accident, has
stumbled into a career as one of the most
revered actors of her generation who has
picked up 10 Academy Award nominations,
two Oscars, a Tony and an Obie.
"People think I know something that I
don't know. They see me as not who I really
am," she says. "It's like I'm now sort of
emeritus on some level, you know? Like
Stella Adler. But I don't know anything!
And very quickly on they realize this."
Wearing sensible black trousers and a
red blazer over a white T-shirt, Streep care-
fully ponders her responses. Ask about her
craftsmanship, and you are met with puzzle-
ment. It's as though she has a guilty con-
science, as if at any moment the movie
police might break down the door, confis-
cate her Screen Actors Guild card and frog-
march her to theatrical prison.
"Look, I really don't know how people
act," she says. "I feel like I'm just sneaking
by a lot. I have great respect for other actors
and really don't know how they do it. I really
don't. It's wonderful when you see it done
right — and that's what I crave, but I don't
know how people light upon that truth."
Pardon? She's got to be kidding, right?
This is, after all, Meryl Streep confessing to
cinematic ignorance. How can this be?
"I think sometimes she takes herself by
surprise," O'Connor says, laughing. "She
can vanish into a role so far that when she
resurfaces, she doesn't know what hap-
pened!"
True, going deep is a big part of Streep' s
reputation. So deep that it's almost distract-
ing. After all, this is an actress who studied
both Polish and German five days a week for
three months just to do a scene in "Sophie' s
Choice."
She later spent 12 weeks before the film-
ing of "The French Lieutenant's Woman"
perfecting a Victorian middle-class accent
by reading Jane Austen and George Eliot
aloud with a voice coach.
And when she signed up for the role of a
former white-water rafting guide in "The
River Wild," Streep actually learned to nav-
igate Class V rapids, the category just below
the level deemed unnavigable.
Her resume goes on and on like that. But
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
* *SORORITY RUSH * *
ALPHA PHI, ALPHA OMICRON PI, CHI OMEGA,
DELTA DELTA DELTA, DELTA ZETA,
PHI MU, PI BETA PHI
SEPTEMBER 18TH: RUSH TENT AND SIGN-UP, 10AM-4PM IN
FRONT OF THE MEMORIAL UNION WALK THROUGH THE TENT AND
MEET THE SEVEN SORORITIES HERE AT UMAINE
SEPTEMBER 21ST: INFORMATIONAL SESSION, 5PM-5:45PM,
& ROUND! OF PARTIES, 6PM-8PM, EACH PARTY WILL BE 30
MINUTES LONG
SEPTEMBER 22ND: ROUND I CONTINUES, 6PM-8PM, EACH
PARTY WILL BE 30 MINUTES LONG
SEPTEMBER 23RD: ROUND II, 5PM-8:20PM, EACH PARTY
WILL BE 40 MINUTES LONG
SEPTEMBER 24TH: ROUND III, 6PM-8:10 PM, EACH PARTY
WILL BE AN HOUR LONG
SEPTEMBER 25TH: BID DAY!!, 5PM PICK UP YOUR BIDS IN
THE PANHELLENIC OFFICE ON THE 3RD FLOOR OF THE
MEMORIAL & GET TO MEET YOUR NEW SISTERS!!!!
TO LEARN ALL ABOUT RUSH MAKE SURE TO STOP BY THE RUSH
TENT ON THE 18TH TO WALK THROUGH, AND SEE WHY SISTERHOOD
IS OUT OF THIS WORLD!!!!
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
Carl Franklin, the director of her latest
film, "One True Thing," says that Streep' s
awesome ability isn't really about just be-
ing ready.
"She is someone who goes through all
the preparation, but I think we're talking
about something beyond that, too. There's a
gift going on: She's blessed," he says.
"There's a certain amount of it that can
be attributed to training and preparation
and being smart and all of that. Some of it
is just genius."
To that, the actress just laughs. There
are, she insists, no geniuses in the Streep
household, where she is instead the working
mother of four and wife of 20 years to
sculptor Donald Gummer. Besides, she's
well aware that not everyone adores her.
Cafe from page 10
Near the door, there is a framed photo-
graph of the Howes' boat—a favorite pastime
and way to relax after the long work week.
Stickered blurbs were added to have a
little fun with the familiar faces and spark up
a conversation with a neighboring diner.
People love to talk at the Stone House —
its not unusual to find two or three tables
chatting back and forth about current events
or old news.
If you order coffee, expect a different
mug for your dining companion. The
growing collection is just another exam-
ple of the cafe's eclectic personality and
growing clientele.
And about the food? Well, the cheesebur-
ger club is a popular favorite, the fries rock
(especially if you ask specifically for the Stone
fries), and the bread pudding blows both Dys-
art's and Governor's out of the water. Looking
for breakfast? They serve all day.
No beefs about it, the Stone House Cafe
will treat you well, both in your stomach and
your wallet.
They are open Monday through Satur-
day 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Sunday 7 a.m. to
1 p.m. They are located at 1492 State St.
in Veazie.
classifieds
Rooms for rent fully sharing delux
home seven minute walk to Fogler
Library. From $220. Call 941-4143.
GREENBUSH 2BR/1BATH CABIN. $2501
MO. AVAILABLE NOV. 1ST 941-9531 
Rooms to rent @ 385 College Ave.
Orono across from campus. $225-
275 all utilities included. Weekly
rent ok. $65/wk. call 866-7712
Orono, 2BR Furnished, washer/dryer,
heated, hot water, very nice walk to
UMO. Call 989-4341, 825-4460 
4 Bedroom House All Utilities Paid Near
Campus Many Renovations Deck Call
David 989-3452 
2&3 Bedroom Apartments. Parking,
yard -1 w/ washer/dryer. $500-$750
including all Utilities. 469-7839 
House for rent. Old Town 3-4BR Large
livingroom, diningroom& kitchen.
Great location. 827-5711 $695/mo 
NICE LITTLE 2BR HOUSE 30 MIN-
UTES NORTH OF CAMPUS. IN
GREAT CONDITION $16,000 941-
9531 
Rooms available to rent. Thete Chi
currently has openings for the fall/
spring semesters. Clean affordable
housing close distance to campus. call
Kevin Bourgoin 581-1063
travel
MAKE EASY MONEY! Everyone buys
Spring Break packages, so why not be the
one to sell it? USA Spring Break is currently
accepting applications for campus sales
representatives. Call 1-888-SPRING-BREAK.
Riders Wanted to California - Leaving
Sat 9/19 Share expenses camper van.
Gary 207-546-2882, 510-644-
3680(msg)
for sale
1987 Grand AM automatic, V-6 fuel injected,
sunroof, really good skty series tires. Rebuitt
engine w/only15,000 miles on ft. Excellent
shape. New brakes -all around, new coil, new
fuel pump, new ahternator, new sensors &
betts. Pdso inspected. $2500 OBO. Call Gary
Martin 827-0279 or page at 2647757.
Nice little 2 BR house 30 minutes
North of campus. In great condition.
$16,000 941-9531 
FOR SALE 1992 Subaru Loyale great
shape. 107K ST Sedan power everything
pioneer sound. $3250 OBO 866-3329 
95 BURTON DOLPHIN SNOWBOARD
GOOD CONDITION, BEST OFFER
W/O BINDINGS CALL 581-7005 
1989 FORD TAURUS WAGON AC POWER
WINDOWS & LOCKS 4 NEW TIRES 25MPG
100,000+MILES. WELL MAINTAINED
MOBILE OIL BOUGHT VAN MUST SELL
$1950 OBO CALL 862-2425
personals
Casco Bay Bartending classes start
soon! Student discounts. Call for more
info. 1-800-467-2028.
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
THERAPUTIC(non-sexual) MASSAGE IN
MY STUDIO. $20 FOR 1-1/2 HR BY
APPT. ONLY. CALL VAL HEDGER 941-
1042.
Beanie Babies Glory $49. Princess $45.
Erin $45. and 120 others. call 647-2951
New Beanies Complete set of 14
new ones. $249. call 647-2951.
Certified Bartending Program Learn
the skills to be a Professional Bar-
tender. Local training. Call 262-8720
WANTED: Work-merit web wizards to
design and maintain web pages. For
more info call 581-4194
To place a classified ad in
The Maine Campus
corIP to the fourth floor of Chadbourne
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• The bottom line
Broadcasting mixed signals to students
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
One of the biggest events on this campus in
recent memory came off with relatively few
glitches as the ribbon was cut on Harold Al-
fond Sports Stadium Saturday night.
The parking wasn't as bad as I thought it
would be, as the fraternities and sororities along
the way provided paid spots near the field.
And after reports of slow ticket sales, the
stands were almost all filled around five min-
utes into the first quarter, narrowly avoiding a
public relations disaster. I wouldn't want to
explain that one to Harold and the Morses.
However, the student sections have al-
ready come into question. Apparently, the
amount of seating was disputed by some
non-students that were there, which resulted
in some students being forced to leave.
Think about this: A non-student who
could be an alumnus or not getting seating
privileges over someone who actually pays
• Field hockey
The streak
is snapped
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Playing its second game in more than 24
hours, the University of Maine field hockey
team dropped its first game of the season on
Sunday, a 2-1 decision to Yale.
Liz Gardner scored the game-winner on
a penalty stroke with 6:47 remaining for the
2-0 Bulldogs.
The Black Bears stand at 4-1 and continue
their out-of-conference play with a 3 p.m.
Friday contest against Rhode Island and a 1
p.m. Sunday game versus Virginia Com-
monwealth, both at home.
After a scoreless first half, Mary Beth
Coughlin put the Bears on the board with an
unassisted goal ten minutes into the second.
Amanda Walton tied the game with her
own unassisted tally almost ten minutes later.
Yale pounded goalie Cindy Botett with 16
shots, 14 of which she stopped. Bulldog net-
mind Courtney Lane made three on four stops.
National Campaigning: In the recent
National Field Hockey Coaches' Associa-
tion Poll, Maine did not receive enough
votes to crack the top 20, but was one of 24
teams that received votes.
Slip N' Slide: During Saturday's con-
test against Holy Cross, a near-20 minute
downpour made the AstroTurf slick, as play-
ers tried to adjust to the reduced traction.
A majority of the Black Bears started the
game wearing cross-trainers, but switched
to cleats when the rains came. One of those
that switched, Dedra DeLilli, experienced
success, scoring two goals.
"Once it gets wet, you might as well have
ice skates on wearing [cross-trainers]," head
coach Terry Kix said.
Cindy Botett, who, as a goalie, doesn't
have to run on the turf, said that she had to "be
more careful of her footwork and not go
sliding through the ball" when making a save.
Kix said that during halftime, she told
her club they were acting hesitant and seemed
to be afraid to slip.
"We told the players to play more ag-
gressive than they usually do, and don't
worry about falling," Kix said. "I felt we
won a lot more 50/50 balls in the second half
that were the difference in thn game,
to go to school here.
I just wish the hierarchy of the university
would get their priorities straight when it
comes to who they cater to. Or maybe they
already have.
Broadcasting my view
As a journalism-mass communication
major, I am often asked if I am interested in
broadcasting since it is seen as more of a
glory job due to the exposure.
I often say no, but I am glad the JMC
department is bringing the major back. There
can be a lot of good in getting your news in
a fast manner.
Sports, though, is a different subject.
If the butt-kissing, pearly white smiling,
access-getting idiots that inhabit the air-
waves and the sports desk of Bangor's local
television outlets are all that I might look at
as an influence, this newspaper job doesn't
seem that bad.
Being in the media, I have received an
understanding of what you do and don't do
when it comes to covering games. However,
the talking heads have their own rules be-
cause they are "Live! Local! Late-Break-
ing!" that slants the field in their favor.
I am not allowed, for example, to chase
down women's basketball coach Joanne Pal-
ombo-McCallie 10 seconds after a game
ends. But television and radio personalities
are getting the best quotes because they have
a camera or a mike while the rest of us have
to wait for the press conference.
Another problem is these guys don't stay
for the entire game and get any sense of how
the team is doing. They get their five minutes
of tape, collect some final stats and zoom off
to make it seem like they did actual work.
On an average game night, newspaper
men and women stay for around three hours
covering the story and however longer for
writing it up. Broadcasters? I don't want to
even guess, but it's a lot shorter.
Objectivity is important as well. As the
media, we need to give the news to the public
in an objective manner so you can make up
your own minds. We are gatekeepers and the
information is pounding down the door.
One part of being objective is not put-
ting yourself in a position so that you can be
manipulated by the players whom you will
soon have to cover. Prime example: this
past Monday's Friends of Maine Hockey
Golf Tournament.
Boosters, coaches and players alike were
on hand, as were Matt Fine from Channel 2,
Tim Throclunorton and Rich Chrampanaris
from Channel 7, Dale Duff from WZON, etc.
Except the broadcasters weren't cover-
ing the event. They were playing. Talk about
a conflict of interest. How can you cover the
team straight down the middle if you shot a
76 with their top player on the back nine?
Yeah, it may sound bitter but I am look-
ing out for you readers. The future of the
media may go toward electronica, but as the
X-Files' movie sub-title went: Fight the
Future. Trust your newspaper.
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PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INV EsTING
RECENTLY,
MORNINGSTAR CALLED
US CHEAP.
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT
LIKE THAT.
All financial companies charge operating fees
and expenses—some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better.
That way, more of your money goes where it
should—towards building a comfortable future.
We make low expenses a top priority.
As the largest retirement system in the
world' —a nonprofit company focused exclu-
sively on the financial needs of the educational
and research communities our expenses are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund In. dustries?
In fact, TIAA-CREF's 0.31% average fund
expenses are less than half of the expense charges
of comparable funds.' It's why Morningstar—
one of the nation's leading sources of annuity and
mutual fund information — says, "At that level
[TIAA-CREF] is cheaper than any other
[variable annuity] policy, and is even compet-
itive with the cheapest mutual fund complexes,
though it offers far more benefits."4
"TIAA-CREF sets the -standard in the
fmancial services industry."
Of course, expenses are only one factor to
consider when you make an investment decision.
Morningstar also noted our commitment to
"consumer education, service" and "solid
investment performance." Because that can
make a difference in the long run, too.
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would
like to spend more in retirement, not on their
retirement company. Today, over two million
people count on that approach to help them
build a comfortable and secure future. So
can you. To find out more, call us at
1 800 842-2776. We'd consider it a compliment.
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:
1. Based on $236 billion in assets under management. 2. Standard ed Poor:1 Insurance Rating Analysis, 1998; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc.,
Lipper-Directors' Analytical Data 1998 (Quarterly). 3. Of the 4,829 variable annuities tracked by Morningstar, the average fund had total fees
combining annual expenses of 0.82% plus an insurance expense of 1.27%. Source: Morningstar, Inc., for periods ending 7/31/98.
4. Source: Morningstar Principia Variable Annuities/Life 4/30/98.
TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account.
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2776, extension 5509, for the prospectuses.
Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
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TAIIDINGS
FOOTBALL
Atlantic 10 Football Standings
Conference Overall
New England W L (A-10) W L (Overall) PF PA
Maine 1 0 2 0 82 41
Massachusetts 1 0 1 1 52 50
Connecticut 0 0 1 0 45 35
Rhode Island 0 1 0 1 13 21
New Hampshire 0 2 0 2 31 62
Conference Overall
Mid-Atlantic W L (A-10)W L (Overall) PF PA
Northeastern 1 0 2 0 51 10
Villanova 1 0 1 1 75 79
William & Mary 1 0 2 0 70 13
James Madison 0 0 0 2 39 60
Delaware 0 1 1 1 64 64
Richmond 0 1 0 2 23 29
Open
You may learn something about yourself.your mina
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
Wednesday
College Student Night
2 for 1 Mexican Entrees
Original Margaritas $2.00
Thursday
Ladies Night
40% Off Mexican Menu
Margarita's Sassy Sangria
$3.00 glass $6.00 pitcher
Friday VOIVIS Ullaine's thrice weekly newspaper
Fall 1998 Hours:
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
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ATHLETES
C ophomore taiIbaç.f Christopher
is emerging as one of Maine's more
potent threats in the backfield this season.
Last year, the Tewksbury, Mass., resident
ranked fifth in the Atlantic 10 Football
conference — and 20th in the nation —
Name: Ben Christopher
Class: Sophomore
Hometown: Tewksbury,
Mass.
Sophomore tailback Ben Christopher.
(file Photo.)
with an average
yards. Christoph r,
three freshman tia42.1
off return of 24.4
was one of only
ears on
a regular basis last yeas recruited
out of Worcester Academy, where he
helped his school to the Division 2B
State Super Bowl. Although the former
recipient of Maine's Roger Ellis Award
— given to the team's top rookie — is
accustomed to busting out the big play,
this week we stand him up at the line ...
What is your favorite cereal? Cocoa
Puffs.
rite vegetable? Green
beans
you likolot on your pizza?
Pinea e and bacon.
at is your favorite television show?
ortsCenter.
Your favorite anchor? Stuart Scott.
How about your favorite movie? Major
League.
What is your favorite class you have
taken at Maine? Human sexuality.
Excluding Alfond Stadium, what is your
favorite facility to play in? Villanova Stadium.
What is your most memorable moment
in sports? My first touchdown against UNH
last Saturday night.
If you could play any other sport here,
what would it be? Hockey.
Finally, Ben, could you look into
your crystal ball and tell us who will win
the Super Bowl this year ... The Patriots.
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
The Maine Campus
Old Town
Hidden Meadows Golf COUr8e
9 Hole Public Golf Course
-4 miles from UMO-
Open Daily Weekdays - 9 holes $7
7 am to Dusk Weekends & Holidays $8
From UMO:
1-95 No. to Exit 52
Left on Route 43
1/4 mile on Left
Want A
Challenge?
OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
OfficerTraining School.There you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
see the world. To discover how high
a career in the Air Force can take
you, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit
our website at www.airforce.com
AIM HIGH
www.airforce.com
Men's cross country
Invitational, his teammates aren't losing their
optimism.
"Our first meet this year was better than
our first meet last year," Oickle said. "We're
a tight bunch, everyone is in the same kind
of shape."
With the graduation of Derek Treadwell, an
All-American in the 1500 meters, this team will
rely heavily on teamwork to score at meets.
"We lost our top three guys to gradua-
tion, so everyone thinks we're in trouble,"
Ballinger said. "What we have is a tight pack
which is important because we don't have
anyone who can go out and win a meet."
The two early meets of the season have
given Ballinger a solid benchmark on what
to expect on the season. More importantly,
though, the meets are preparing the Bears
for the second half of the season, including
the Murray Keatinge Invitational.
"Our goal is to be ready for the confer-
ence meet," said Ballinger, on the confer-
ence meet that will be held at Towson State
this October.
The Murray Keatinge Invitational should
offer a high level of competition as a warm-
up for the conference meet as big name
schools such as UCLA, Michigan and Ball
from page 16
Jim Ballinger. (file photo.)
State will be competing in the 12-team field.
"This is the biggest meet east of the Mis-
sissippi in the NCAA," Ballinger said. "Five
of the top ten men's programs will compete."
9 Pure Stneee, atoaa
f9fmo4e6Oft44
delve 0- $200,1
4reeo,Aatt
Limartais 4
 aitiMcw•ox,
S7664525
MINK DUBAY AUTO PARTS
INAPAINTO d75 15 S. Water St.
MEW& Old Town, ME 04468
827-5593
"We Keep America Running."
• 10% off any purchases •
• with your student •
• •
• I.D. or this ad. •
••••• OOOOO ••• • • • • • • • •
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat: 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sun: 9a.m.-3p.m.
(excluding sale items)
Tipping Acquired PARTY HOURS
Ion-Sat
Diva s
AND THE BIKINI LOUNGE
www.divas-maine.com
Home of The Bod Squad
Ages 18 and Up
65 State Street • Downtown • Bangor
(2011 942-6969
Mac
• Women's cross country
Racing to return
By Eric Nelson
Special to the Campus
She just couldn't stay away.
Four years after graduating from the
University of Maine, Jill Hindley has re-
turned as the interim head coach of the
women's cross country team.
Hindley, who replaces Ann Maxim, in-
herits a talented team that finished fifth at
last year's America East Championship.
education and later taught biology at Pona-
ganset High School in R.I., has several years
of coaching experience, although none at
the collegiate level.
"College coaching is something I've al-
ways wanted to do," Hindley said.
And now that opportunity arises, where
she'll guide a talented cross country team
that includes Stevens, Vanessa McGowan,
Jackie Maurer, Suzanne Hussey, and
Danielle Donovan.
"It's great to be back,1 have a lot of respect for the
program." 
—Jill Hindley
"It's great to be back," said Hindley, who
competed on Maine's cross country and
track teams from 1990-93. "I have a lot of
respect for the program."
The former Maine State Collegiate cham-
pion in the 600 meters captained the Black
Bears' track team during the 1992-93 season.
Surprisingly, Hindley didn't compete in
her first year at Maine, and the layoff stim-
ulated her love for the sport.
"Something told me I had to start rac-
ing," Hindley reflected. "I had to start com-
peting again."
And now, the resident of Chepachet, R.I.
finds herself in a situation reminiscent of her
college days.
After completing her athletics career at
Maine, Hindley worked at Old Town High
School as a student-teacher and an assistant
coach for the cross country team where she
coached Nichol Stevens — the current cap-
tain of the Black Bears.
Hindley, who earned a degree in science
"They don't complain and they're
tough," said Hindley, characterizing her
team. "As a coach, having runners that work
so hard on their own is a perfect setup."
Hindley has already set goals for the
team, which include at least a third-place
finish in the conference.
"We don't have many freshmen this
season," Stevens said. "A lot of people have
stepped it up. I think we have a really good
team this year."
One of the keys to this team's success will
be staying healthy. Captains Kerry Suarez
and Stevens missed last season with injuries.
"The girls are out there running over 50
miles each week," Hindley said. "That's a
lot of wear and tear over a season."
Hindley acknowledged, however, it won't
be easy to take over for Maxim, who resigned
after spending eight years in the program.
"She set a high standard," Hindley said.
"She took the time to do the small things that
make a team better."
• Men's cross country
A balanced attack
By Brian Bechard
Special to the Campus
After stumbling in its first meet of the
year at the University of New Hampshire,
the University of Maine men's track team
rebounded in style last weekend in Hartford.
The Black Bears, who kicked off their
season with a last-place finish in New Hamp-
shire, captured second place in the Hartford
Hawk Invitational as they placed seven run-
ners in the top 15.
And that is the story of this year's team.
Bulldogs bite Black Bears
"We have a team without any stars," Jim
Ballinger said. "It's going to take team-
work, but! think we'll be good by the end of
the season."
With captains Brian Oickle and Mike
Collins returning, along with Chris Gama-
che, the Black Bears boast a strong group of
veteran runners.
Although Collins is currently suffering
from a stress fracture, which he hopes will
be healed in time for the Murray Keatinge
See MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY on
page 15
page 13
Just what are the priorities of this university?
page /3
From veggies to movies, who is this week's angle?
page 15
Jill Hindley is Maine's new coach for the women's cross country team. (Adrian Cole photo.)
• Men's soccer
Upset bid falls short
By Jay Baltes
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine men's soccer team
traveled to nationally-ranked Dartmouth on
Monday to take on the Big Green in what
proved to be a classic fight to the finish.
When all the smoke cleared, though, the
Black Bears returned to Orono with a tough 1-
0 loss in sudden-death overtime.
"We played the better game overall," Maine
captain Andy Guastaferro said. "We had more
chances than they did, they just capitalized on
one and we didn't."
Despite the loss, however, the Black Bears
remain focused and the opportunity to play —
and compete with — a nationally-ranked team
is a confidence booster.
Captain Russell Hutchison said he be-
lieves that confidence will spill over in the
upcoming America East match against rival
Boston University.
"This game proved something to us," Hutch-
ison said. "We feel confident that we can play
tough against the best teams on our schedule."
Maine travels to Connecticut this weekend
for a match with Quinnipiac.
America East Roundup
Player of the week: Frank Vigliotti, a soph-
omore forward from BU scored four goals last
week to grab a share of the America East scoring
lead, including a three-goal gem in a 5-0 win
over Rhode Island.
Rookie of the Week: Freshman goalkeeper
Chris Doyle of Hartford made 27 saves on the
week while helping the Hawks to a 2-1 record,
including a shutout against No. 9 St. Louis.
Black Bear leaders: With two goals against
UMass last weekend, forward Aaron Benjamin
is now tied for fourth in the conference with
four. Guastaferro stands at fifth in the confer-
ence in assists with three.
Also, America Fa st teams were 12-5 in non-
conference games last week.
That's the number of onegoal games theMaine women's soccer team was involved in
last year, going 5-7 in the process. The Bears are
0-1 in one-goal games so far this season.
.,...-..
